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Chapter One

What is Unified Communications?
Unified Communications (UC) is a term used to describe a business phone system that integrates, or
unifies, a spectrum of communication technologies and methods into a single platform.
Most businesses communicate in a number of
different ways, and a UC solution brings them
together to work with each other in one system.
A UC solution combines and supports:
• Voice
• Unified Messaging
• Desktop sharing
• Presence
• Voicemail
• Chat
• Fax
• Conferencing
• Video conferencing
• Interactive voice response (IVR)
• And more
By combining all of these systems into one
platform, it can ultimately make your business
much more efficient. For example, with many
UC applications, you can open a browser and
click to make a call or chat with a coworker all from one place with no switching between
applications and platforms.

A UC solution can also integrate with:
• Email
• Web applications
• Customer relationship management (CRM)
systems
• Customer support software
• And more
Integrating your UC system with other business
applications takes your communications to
the next level. For example, if you don’t want
your calls forwarded but still want to be aware
of them, you can direct the system to send a

notification by email. Or if you want to more
effectively manage customer communications,
you can integrate your customer relationship
management (CRM) software with the UC
system, allowing you to easily save or view
every call, email, and fax within the lead profile.
Because UC integrates and optimizes all the
ways organizations interact, it can significantly
enhance team collaboration and productivity,
and it can also improve engagement with
customers, vendors, and sales prospects.

UC is the future
of business
communications.
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Chapter Two

Benefits of Unified Communications
According to CompTIA, 61% of firms are placing a high priority on cost reduction in their communications
initiatives. Other common priorities include improved engagement with customers and improved
productivity among employees. 1

UC helps companies save time, money, and
IT resources and makes it easier for people
to connect, communicate, and work together.
This results in more productive employees and
smoother interactions – and at a fraction of the
cost of traditional phone systems. There are
many reasons why UC is so important, but here
are the top 5.
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Boosts
Productivity

Reduces
Travel & Administrative Costs

As companies reduce the number of
individual systems used for various
types of communication, they are able to
operate more efficiently. Administrators
have a streamlined set of technology
they are required to manage and many
workflow processes can be automated
for users across an organization, freeing
up additional time for all employees.

UC systems give remote and mobile
workers access to the same phone
system features as in-office employees,
allowing them to better collaborate with
other team members and reduce the
number of times they need to report to
HQ. Additionally, UC solutions make it
easy for employees to stay connected
to customers and prospects from any
location and from any device, including
their own. The Bring Your Own Device
(BYOD) trend allows workers to use
their own mobile devices instead of
your company purchasing them for
each employee.
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Lowers
IT & Other Operational Costs

Better
Workforce Collaboration

Secure
Communication

UC systems are based on VoIP, a
modern telephony technology that
operates using more cost-effective
resources than analog or digital
connections. It allows UC systems to
combine voice, video, and data into
a single connection; eliminates longdistance fees; and allows admins to
make moves, adds, and changes inhouse without calling a technician.

By having one central hub for
communicating,
employees
have
better access to their co-workers. For
example, they can see others’ status to
know if they are available for a phone
call or they can send their co-worker
a quick IM right from the UC interface.
Additionally, by integrating other
systems like CRMs, contact records
can be viewed and updated by different
agents at different times whenever
needed.

Because VoIP is an internet-based
technology, it can be exposed to other
networks. However, many UC providers
include security features within the
system itself or provide session border
controllers to keep your company’s
communications secure.

62% of employees say improved collaboration is a
top business driver for UC.”
Information Week 2
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Chapter Three

How Unified Communications Elevates User Experience
UC enables you to communicate more and better. Here are some of the ways that UC can make
every user in your business more efficient and productive on a daily basis.

Mobility
A UC solution makes it easy to utilize the full power of a business
phone system, wherever life may take you.
Receive a Call, No Matter Where You Are
UC systems make it easy to receive calls wherever you need to be with Find Me, Follow Me features. Find Me provides the ability for a phone call
to be received from any location. Follow Me allows a call to ring in multiple locations either at the same time or in a sequence.
Take Your Phone System with You
Robust UC solutions have mobile apps that put the system’s power into your pocket, giving you the flexibility of leaving the office but still being
available to clients and coworkers. No longer do you have to manually forward calls or rely on messages being taken by someone else. You can
use your business extension wherever you need to go, just as easily as making a call on your cell phone.

39% of millennials say the ability to work remotely
would help increase their productivity.”
Bentley University 3
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Productivity
With UC, not only can you communicate better, but
you can do more and get better results.
Manage Communications with Ease
Many UC systems put all the powerful functionality of the platform into a web-based interface. These web interfaces provide your users with the
ability to click-to-call, eliminating the need to lift a receiver or dial a number. And call queues, messages, coworker status information, and much
more can be monitored and managed from a single display, at a glance.
Sync all Tools with Powerful Integrations
UC systems are uniquely equipped to work with and support other business technologies such as CRM systems, email clients, and industry-specific
tools and software. By integrating business tools into your communications platform, many routine tasks can be automated, and information is
readily accessible by users when necessary. Incoming calls are displayed with information gathered from the CRM, and outbound calls can be
made just by clicking within the customer profile.

Efficiency
UC enables next-level automation and integration to eliminate time-wasting tasks for
employees and to make it easier for supervisors to manage their teams.
Automate Call Routing
Interactive Voice Response (IVR) eliminates the tedious task of answering and routing calls by having callers provide the necessary information to
arrive at the appropriate person automatically. IVRs also increase customer satisfaction by reducing wait time and other hassles.
Know Your Co-Workers’ Presence and Status
Incredibly useful for office workers, status and presence features are indispensable for remote and mobile users. With a glance, you can see who’s
in the office, who’s available, who’s on a call, and more. No more guesswork or instant messages trying to figure out the status of any given user.
Data Collection Made Simple
UC solutions have dynamic call and data reporting features that can collect data automatically and feed it into your preferred business tools,
streamlining the analysis process. With data such as wait times, call durations, and the number of queued callers (among so much more) readily
accessible whenever it’s needed, smarter, better-informed decisions can be made faster.
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Chapter Four

How System Administrators Benefit from Unified Communications
One of the biggest winners in an upgrade to UC is the system administrator. This is because UC
solutions have a ton of features and benefits that make system administration not only faster and
more simple but also further reaching and more effective.

Ease into a
New Phone System

Budgets are always a concern, no matter how large or small your business. By making
integration into existing systems easy, system administrators won’t need to sweat the
shift to UC.

Interconnectivity with Legacy Equipment
Most system administrators know the pinch of working within tight tech budgets. This can often necessitate maintaining systems with a mixture of
older legacy equipment and new as funds allow. This can make big changes daunting. Luckily, most UC systems solve the problem by fostering
interoperability between a new system and older equipment
APIs
UC makes software integrations easy to configure with powerful application programming interfaces (APIs). This means phone systems can
interact with business tools, giving UC systems a level of flexibility and versatility that can’t be matched.
Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)
UC makes it easy for staff to use their own mobile devices when and how they need to. Because UC solutions provide intuitive softphone apps,
users can use one device for business and personal reasons without adding any burden to system administrators and IT.
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Intuitive Software
Reduces Workload

UC makes it easier for employees to use and take advantage of the powerful functionality
of their phone system. Having a system that’s easy-to-use for employees makes it easier for
administrators to manage.

Programmable Call Rules
With UC, call rules are easy to configure and powerfully wide-reaching. Queuing and routing are easy but powerful, and endlessly customizable to
tailor the system to an organization’s needs. For system administrators of contact centers and sales or support teams, configuring ring groups to
seamlessly distribute calls is simple, making their job much easier.
Reduced Training Requirements
UC platforms often boast incredibly easy-to-use user interfaces. With intuitive controls and powerful functionality, users can get set up and working
with much more ease than complicated legacy systems. This reduces the time and resources needed to train users in unlocking the benefits of
their new phone system.

Troubleshooting and System
Administration Made Easier

Built with smarter tech for a more connected experience, UC greatly
reduces the headache of administering a system when it needs changes
or repairs.

Desktop Sharing and Remote Access
When something goes wrong, especially for organizations with over-burdened system administrators or multiple locations, troubleshooting can
be a pain. UC platforms make this easier by providing simple desktop sharing and remote access tools. This allows system administrators to
simultaneously work on multiple support tickets for on-site, remote, or mobile employees. All from the comfort of their office.
Plug-and-Play IP Phones
One huge headache for system administrators is when staff change offices and need to keep their extensions. With legacy systems, their phone
line was literal, but some UC systems offer plug-and-play IP phones to eliminate all the hassle. Configured once, the handset can move to any
ethernet port, and the programmed extension comes with it. No extra work for the system administrator!
Mobility
Whether a problem requires hands-on support or there’s a need to get out of the office, UC makes it easy to stay connected. With mobile apps, the
system administrator can go anywhere and work as though they had never left.
Automatic Updates
For those administering UC systems deployed in the Cloud, workload and worry is decreased even more by automatic updates that are already tested
for stability. This ensures essential product and security patches and upgrades arrive when they are needed, without an administrator needing to lift
a finger.
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Chapter Five

UC Use Case: Brand Building & Marketing

Advertising Age reports that the top 100
highest spending corporate brand owners
spent a combined 267.3 billion USD in 2016
on brand building. 4 That sum is higher
than the total gross domestic product of 169
out of 230 world nations!5 And this number
is growing.
Building your brand is the only way to compete
in a global market. Salesforce recently
conducted a study of over 6,700 customers
and found that 80% agree the experience
your brand creates is just as important as the
product or service you are selling.6 Successful
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companies invest heavily in building a brand,
but this can leave smaller businesses feeling
helpless as they try to keep up on smaller
budgets. Before getting worried that your
business isn’t spending enough on brand
building, it’s important to remember that it’s not
about a number. Smaller businesses can make
their marketing dollars stretch further by more
effectively handling customer interactions.
Because customer engagement is so crucial,
you can find a secret weapon in UC, an
affordable tool to build your brand and compete
with the “big guys.”

58% of companies
are seeing a
significant increase
in customer
retention
as a result of
using customer
analytics.”
Harvard
Business Review
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Building
the Brand

UC systems allow any company to look and act like a
multi-billion dollar corporation, evoking confidence in your
competence and professionalism.

Make a Great First Impression
Modern UC systems allow more control over how initial impressions
are made. Professional voice prompts and voice recognition
capabilities instantly make your business sound both larger and more
professional. Combined with powerful third-party software integrations
and customizable call routing, UC platforms help ensure callers are
impressed by the level of service you provide.
Tell Your Story
The key to a successful brand is a great story. Deciding what you
want your brand to be and how you want customers to feel about it is

Protecting
the Brand

up to you. Once your brand narrative is crafted, however, UC systems
possess the unique features needed to support and broadcast the brand
story. For example, UC systems allow companies to automate specific
and targeted messages to its customers when they call in, while they
are waiting on hold, and more.
Track Campaigns With UC
Marketing campaigns and sales processes can also be supported by
UC. By creating specific phone numbers for campaigns and using call
reports to analyze campaign performance, you can more effectively
assess marketing return on investment.

Consistency is vital to brand building. This is especially
true of customer interaction, regardless of their current
relationship to your business.

Flexibility without Sacrificing Quality
More companies are embracing remote workers and flexible workplace
arrangements. But while reaping the advantages of this new trend,
they must ensure the consistency of their brand image, especially
consistency in how customer communications are handled.
Powerful mobile applications allow users to harness the power of their
UC system from anywhere on a variety of devices. This means phone
calls, emails, and more can be responded to exactly the same way
every time. And your company’s information is always displayed in
your customer’s caller ID, not the remote worker’s personal information.
This helps protect your brand by ensuring that your company is always

at the forefront, regardless of what device your employee is using and
where.
Accountability Built In
UC also provides the functionality to ensure consistently high levels of
ongoing customer service by giving agents easy access to information
about your customers and what they need. Plus, managers can run
detailed reports to gain insight into the total customer experience and
make improvements when necessary. This guarantees the best possible
service is being provided by all employees to all customers, establishing
the reputation of your brand.
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Chapter Six

UC Use Case: Upgrading Customer Service
No business can afford to miss a single
opportunity for better customer service. UC
allows agents to handle more interactions and
at a higher level of service by making customer
contact frictionless and easy. Time is saved
with convenient automations; consistency is
preserved by seamless operation of UC across
several locations; and quality is ensured by
smart reporting and monitoring functionality.
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With how crucial customer service is to brand
building and customer loyalty, your business
can’t afford to forego UC. Here’s how UC
will optimize and streamline the service you
provide to customers.

60% of enterprises
use real-time
customer
analytics to
improve customer
experience across
all touch points
and that number is
expected to grow
to 79% within two
years.”
Harvard
Business Review 8

Improve
Service Time

Time is one of the most crucial aspects of customer service. Five minutes is not a long
time, but it can feel eternal if you’re on hold. UC is all about saving time for everyone
involved and tackles this issue with more than one strategy.

Allow Customers to Help Themselves First
IVRs provide customized automated services that allow customers to access information (their statement balance, for example), process payments,
and many other requests. This saves the customer time while reducing the workload on your agents.
If a customer needs to speak to an agent, the IVR can be programmed with infinitely customizable “call trees” to seamlessly guide callers to the
right department or person. This is vital because ease of reaching the right person is a factor that affects buying decisions. Salesforce has found
that 74% of customers would switch brands if they find the buying process difficult.9
Get More information, Faster
UC can be integrated with CRM systems to allow communications to be automatically recorded in customer profiles and to provide agents with
more information faster. Caller ID modifiers can be used to display additional customer information based on the phone number that was called or
the information gathered in the IVR, enabling your agents to answer the phone already knowing key details.
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Ensure
Every Interaction
Exceeds Expectations

Customers are willing to pay more and are more likely to
recommend 10 your business to friends if they feel they had a good
experience. UC provides the tools for agents to provide superior
service and for managers to ensure that every interaction exceeds
expectations.

Achieve Consistent Quality, Regardless of Agent Location
With UC, all of the locations from which your employees may be working
can operate through one central phone system. This means every
customer interaction can be handled the same way because your agents
have full access to all the same features, no matter where work (or life)
takes them.
UC systems typically boast native mobile apps to foster consistent
experience across several devices. And, call rules are endlessly
customizable, making it possible for agents to have calls ring on more
than one handset or in a sequence.
Additionally, robust presence and status reporting features allow
employees to set their location and availability. Besides being helpful
for managers in keeping track of agents, it allows for smart customer
service. Instead of a phone ringing off the hook when a user is
unavailable, the IVR can provide a customized message prompting the
caller to leave a message and the option to speak to someone else.
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Enable Quality Assurance with Data and Monitoring
UC phone systems can provide exhaustive reports on hold times,
queue login times, the number of abandoned or redirected calls, and
more. Reporting helps you monitor, control, and optimize your customer
service strategies by giving you access to the data and analytics you
need. These reports are modifiable to give insight into any aspect at
any level - from big picture to a specific agent and time span. This
provides you with the tools to supervise and manage any number of
agents, ensuring superior service every time.
If there is a need for more hands-on monitoring to satisfy difficult callers
or coach underperforming employees, UC facilitates with dedicated
training functionality. Integrated recording functionality allows all or
part of calls to be saved for performance review and training. And, UC
systems allow managers to actively listen to any call made by those
under their supervision. This functionality even allows you to ‘whisper’
to an employee while they’re on a call, without the customer hearing,
and ‘barge’ into a conversation if a call requires intervention. These
features give you the tools to be certain that every customer is treated
consistently well.
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Everything Connects, Connect with Sangoma!
Sangoma Technologies is a trusted leader in valuebased Unified Communications (UC) and UC as a
Service (UCaaS) solutions. Sangoma has the products,
the people, and the proven track record to help your
business shine with the latest communications and
collaboration technology.
For over thirty years, we’ve helped businesses grow
through scalable, flexible, reliable communications
solutions. Today, we offer a complete portfolio
of
next-generation
Unified
Communications
solutions, including IP-based PBXs, cloud-based
communications, fax solutions, SIP trunking services,
session border controllers, and much more.

Sangoma products and services are backed by the
best engineers in the business and a professional
services team that is second to none. We also offer
Peace of Mind Packages (POMPs) that deliver systems
integration expertise in a completely managed solution
that includes maintenance, upgrades, security patches,
and more for the life of the solution. If you’re looking
for a Unified Communications platform that delivers
advanced features, flexibility, and high performance,
you’ll find it at Sangoma.

To learn more about Sangoma
products and services, visit us
at www.sangoma.com.
Contact us. We’re here to help.
Talk with a UC specialist.
Sales:
+1 905-474-1990
Toll Free in N. America:
+1 800-388-2475
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